
Read the situations below and write down the road safety measures that 

can be found. 

         
1. Sharina wants to cross the road to get to school on the opposite side of 

the road. She stops, looks left, right, and then left again. Then she listens 

for any oncoming vehicles before she walks across. 

We should  

2. There are many cars on the road. Syafiq sees a pedestrian bridge and 

uses it to cross over the busy road safely. Azrina and her friends use the 

zebra crossing every time they see one. Cars slow down to let them cross. 

We should  

3. Amin likes to cycle to school. He always wears a cycling helmet. He 

makes sure he rides in the same direction as the traffic. When he cycles, 

he often uses hand signals when he is turning. 

We should  

4. Sarah walks to her tuition classes. She tries to walk on sidewalk, if 

there is one. If there isn’t one, she walks on the edge of the road against 

the oncoming traffic so she can observe the cars coming towards her. 

We should  

5. Ezzul puts his safety belt on, even when he is sitting in the back seat. 

We should  

6. Hamzah was scolded by his mother for putting his arm out the car 

window. He also opened the car door on the side of oncoming traffic. 

We should not 
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